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I want the one in the picture…
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PDT
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Investment ExecutionBut 25,000 of

us looked more

like this…



And growing whilst…



INSTRUMENTED

We now have the
ability to measure,
sense and see the

exact condition
of everything.

INTERCONNECTED

People, systems and
objects can

communicate and
interact with each other

in entirely new ways.

INTELLIGENT

We can respond to
changes quickly and
accurately, and get

better results by
predicting and

optimizing for future
events.

Building a

smarter planet



and being driven to

deliver it all
like an app…



Whilst building

software so critical

it has to be stored in

a nuclear bunker



When you think about agility @scale™



So how do you get 25,000

people to work differently?



There’s a lot to

think about



Push doesn’t

work especially at

this scale…



They need to want it



Create a pull



Make them feel part of

something worthwhile





We flew a core

team around the

world to train and

evangelise



We’ve also

learnt a lot from

our contribution

to open source



Jazz.net brings

our developers

close to their

customers



Don’t be

prescriptive too

early



Sometimes we lit some

fires…



Such as iterative

dashboards



But we provided

tech and support

if they chose to

use it



A critical defect

hits the build in

the final iteration



You’ve found the user story work item
in Rational Team Concert where the defect is

Rational Team Concert shows the code linked
to the user story

1

2

You review the code but it’s not immediately
obvious

3

You’re on your own





Tony Grout: Hi Scott could really do
with some help
Scott Rich: Sure send me the link
Tony Grout: http://snurl.com/jsirt
Scott Rich: Must be late you forgot to
start the thread after you initialized it.
I’ve fixed it and closed the work item.
Take a look, then go home :-)



You’re not alone



Check your

heroism is noted

on the dashboard



Your going home



We created virtual

communities



In under two

years we went

from zero to over

10,000 agile

developers



It hasn’t all gone

so well



I’m not a machine

to be swapped in

and out



How do I

size it?



Which balls can

we drop?



Some people just

don’t like agile



Using pair

programming in

coaching can help



We’re now

emphasising

addressing risk

early in our

planning game



We’re using

Disciplined Agile

Delivery



Addressing technical

complexity in early iterations



The next step is getting

other parts of IBM to

become more agile

Finance

Human Resources Operations
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Practical agility is

about getting software

in peoples hands



How?



Create a pull



Using something

they care about
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